Article Galaxy Library Portal
Your Library Resources In One Place
Looking to increase visibility of your organization’s subscriptions and

The Article Galaxy Difference

other content among your users? Remove the worry of underused assets

Unrivaled in its ability to conform

hidden in scattered places with the Library Portal. An optional add-on

to your needs, Article Galaxy

to Article Galaxy Enterprise, it provides a unified point of access and

Enterprise is the most efficient,

management for all your licensed journals, books, databases, publisher

practical, and simple solution for

tokens, and other content. Best of all, it’s a central starting point for

Scientific, Technical and Medical

discovering and purchasing non-licensed content on demand.

(STM) literature access.

Features Include:

Discover how Article Galaxy

M Easy search, browsing and discovery of existing subscriptions

standards for performance and

M Full compatibility with mobile devices and API support

customer satisfaction today.

M Customizable, personalized and feature-rich workflows
M Table-of-Content (TOC), RSS and Saved Search Alerts

Enterprise continues to set new

For more information visit
info.reprintsdesk.com/whyarticle-galaxy.

M Export options to reference manager tools like Bibliogo

Get Started Today
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Access Content Right from Your Search Results
Enable your research teams to use the discovery environments they know
best and make them visible on the library portal. Whether it’s PubMed,
Google Scholar or ScienceDirect – Article Galaxy integrates with more than
70 popular discovery tools, ensuring access for users to your subscribed
journals and non-subscribed full-text papers right from their search results.

Library Portal Benefits
 Customize workflows
 Maintain your corporate brand

Go from Search to Full-Text in a Single Click

 Increase visibility of your holdings

Article Galaxy’s popular browser extension – the Article Galaxy Widget –

 Provide one-click content access

extracts hundreds of citations from discovery platforms such as PubMed for

 Ensure security and control

simplified viewing, sorting, and shopping-cart-like acquisition of full-text

 Benefit from usage analytics

content with a single click. The browser extension can easily be offered to
users on the library portal and works by simply dragging and adding it onto

 Empower seamless discovery

the bookmarks bar.

24/7 Customer Help Desk
 Online, by email and via phone
 Dedicated account managers
 Full visibility into help desk tickets
 A searchable knowledgebase

Popular Integrations
 Google Scholar
 PubMed
Take a video tour: https://info.reprintsdesk.com/widget101

 ScienceDirect
 SciFinder
 QUOSA

Provide Secure User Authentication

 EndNote

The Article Galaxy library portal features secure single-sign-on (SSO)

 EMBASE

authentication for your scientific users. That means multiple login credentials

 QUOSA

are not needed and they only have to login once to access all your library
resources in one place. Article Galaxy supports popular SSO protocols

 OVID

such as Open Athens, OKTA and Microsoft Azure. Robust security and

 ILLiad / RapidILL

convenience do not need to be a contradiction.

 And many more

